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I did it for a friend. But he was the reason I stayed. Criminal defense lawyer, Kelly Black, came into

my life as I was on my way out. He was infuriatingly handsome, except the Madam said I

couldnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t have him. And no matter how many dates I had to keep my mind off of him, Mr.

Black was the man who dominated my thoughts.Then it happened. Ignoring the warnings that he

was dangerous, I let him into my life not realizing that his touch would be the reason my broken past

resurfaced. Determined not to lose the man who turned my life around, it was up to me to let him

know who I truly was. But when he presented me with a demand of his own, I wasnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t sure I

was ready to agree to his terms. Submitting was never my strong suit. *Black Desire is intended for

mature audiences only.
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Could not stop reading this book, it was that good. Don't know if I can make it till October for the

next book....I just know it's going to be a good.



Kendra is an escort who works for Madam. She is not a pushover and doesn't come across as a

cheap date. Kelly is a lawyer who does un-lawyerly things. Both he and Kendra are pawns in a

dance that the Madam has orchestrated. Madam has an agenda that Kelly doesnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t

want to be part of and Madam needs him to participate. She tries to manipulate him by using

Kendra, as in punishment or reward.Kelly is an anti-hero and a sex God. But he can't figure out

Kendra until he realizes that they are both in the game.Both Bella and Madam are strong characters

and play against each other well.I also liked the quiet power, (menacing vibe?) of the Madame and

Jerome, her enforcer. I believe thereÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s another story brewing in CJ about the

history between Madam and Kelly.The romance/suspense story ends on a cliffhanger, and I'd like to

read the next book as soon as yesterday.

I am a big fan of C.J Thomas; I have to say to say Black Desire has got me wrapped around its

complex mystery, drama, steam filled pages.I am at the edge of my seat waiting for more! This is

my favorite book yet!I have read this one twice so far!!It does end in a cliffy, but the book is so worth

it as far as I am concernedIf you like dark, drama filled reads with killer plot twists; then this is one I

suggest picking up!I read voluntarily read an advanced readers copy of this book

There are more twists and turns than a steep mountain road in this book. There is mystery, intrigue

ans romantic suspense. Questions lead to answers that lead to more questions. Truths and past

histories are revealed and not always happily or voluntarily. There is a dangerous game underfoot

revolving around the death of a young woman.Kelly Black is a force to be reckoned with. He is

strong, seductive, sexy and enigmatic. He's mired in case that he has yet to get a handle on.

Kendra is sassy, impudent and rebellious. She works for Madam but doesnt always follow the rules.

Irresistibly drawn to Kelly after a chance meeting she has to decide to agree to what's he is offering

or walk away. She has dark, hidden secrets she is afraid will be exposed and her vulnerability along

with them. She is getting caught up in the intrigue of Madam's plotting, getting pulled deeper and

deeper into what may be life endangering.

Loved the intrigue and the background machinations. Kendra is an escort who works for Madame.

Kelly is a lawyer and Madame is using Kendra to manipulate Kelly. Took me a bit to get used to all

the characters and their power play. Twists and suspense abound in this book. Ends in a cliff

hanger so anxiously awaiting the next book Black Demands!!



Black Desire by C.J. Thomas is a very good book. Featuring a complex story and characters.

Twists, turns and a good level f suspense pepper this passionate and lust filled book. A great page

turner and all around fun and entertaining read. I( am posting an honest review after reading an

ARC copy of this book.

I read the ARC and I want more. Kayla is so feisty and sexy with a scarred past. Kelly is hot with a

dark sexual appetite. There's so much mystery and suspense I'm chomping at the bit for more. You

wonder who is getting manipulated the most. I already recommend this book to a few of my friends

to look for. Thank you for this opportunity to review it.

Help me...my Kindle is melting!!! This story is everything you would hope a C.J. Thomas book would

be, could be. Suspenseful, thrilling, steamy, compelling, sexiness and staying up until 3am to finish

it because you can't put it down plus the pesky Kindle that is melting in my hands!!Oh Yeah! This

book has it all and so much more! Don't slide on by this ride of a life time because you will be sorry

that you did. It is C.J. Thomas at her finest!! I received an Advanced Reader Copy of this book and I

am voluntarily reviewing it.
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